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Catch up on recent special features from the journal, including:

**Advanced microscopy and imaging techniques in Immunology and Cell Biology**
In this Special Feature, we have compiled a series of articles that discuss the history of microscopes and imaging modalities. We look at how current platforms have influenced basic research of immunology and cell biology as well as their use in the clinic to diagnose and treat disease. We also discuss how future developments in technology will open avenues for an even deeper understanding of fundamental principles in biology and the challenges associated with handling vast amounts of data generated by technology that gives such a high level of detailed information.

(October 2017 issue)

**Cancer Immunotherapy**
This series of reviews highlights some of the recent advances in mobilizing effective host immunity to cancer. Cancer immunotherapy is at a critical and exciting stage of development. Progress in our understanding of cancer immunotherapy has been dramatic over recent years and we have selected six articles to highlight in this Special Feature.

(April 2017 issue)

**Necroptotic death signalling: evolution, mechanisms and disease relevance**
In recent years, research into a genetically encoded cell death program termed necroptosis has accelerated into vogue. Many laboratories are now racing to answer key questions such as: How and when does it occur? What does it do? What is it good (or not so good) for? Answers to these will ultimately guide efforts aimed at manipulating this new pathway for therapeutic benefit. In the six articles in this ICB Special Feature, the current state of play in necroptotic cell death research is dissected in considerable detail. The articles provide timely updates on what we have learnt so far and, importantly, where we might be going.

(February 2017 issue)

Start reading at: [nature.com/icb/focus](http://nature.com/icb/focus)
Apopoptosis and Necrosis
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Catch up on recent special features from the journal, including:

NECROPTOSIS

Necroptotic death signalling: evolution, mechanisms and disease relevance

In recent years, research into a genetically encoded cell death program termed necroptosis has advanced significantly. Necroptosis is a programmed form of cell death that is distinct from apoptosis and involves the activation of death receptors and mitogen-activated protein kinases. In this Special Feature, we have compiled a series of articles that discuss the history of necroptosis, its regulation, and its role in disease.

This series of reviews highlights some of the recent advances in mobilizing effective host immunity to cancer. Cancer immunotherapy is at a critical and exciting stage of development. Progress in our understanding of cancer immunotherapy has been dramatic over recent years and we have selected six articles to highlight in this Special Feature.

The articles cover various aspects of cancer immunotherapy, including the use of checkpoint inhibitors, cancer vaccines, and cellular therapy. We discuss how these approaches are being used to boost immune responses and improve outcomes for patients with cancer.

In addition, we explore the challenges associated with handling vast amounts of data generated by technology, which is critical for identifying new therapeutic targets and improving patient outcomes. Overall, this Special Feature provides a comprehensive overview of current trends and future directions in cancer immunotherapy.

Please note: This is a summary of the main points covered in the Special Feature. For a more in-depth understanding and access to the full articles, please refer to the journal's website.
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As we head towards the end of the year there’s lots of things happening with ASI. A new round of Postdoctoral and Postgraduate International Travel awards in now open and we’ve also put a call out for the 2nd Jared Purton award.

We’re also calling for nominations for positions on council including:
- Vice President/President
- Deputy Treasurer/ Treasurer
- Councillor for NSW (only open for members residing in NSW)
- Newsletter Editor
- Coordinator of the Visiting Speaker Program

If you’re interested in any of these roles please feel free to contact me or the people currently in these roles (see last page of the Newsletter for all the contact details).

You’ll notice one of the roles that’s open is that of Newsletter editor – I’d like to say a huge thank you to Joanna Roberts who has been in this role for the last 3 years and has done an amazing job improving the Newsletter and making it far more interesting to read.

Finally the ASI annual meeting is now less than 2 months away. To find out all the great speakers they’ve got lined up head to the website http://www.asi2017.org

We’ll also be holding the ASI Annual General Meeting on the Wednesday lunchtime, look out for the agenda that will be sent around soon and take the opportunity to turn up and ask council those burning questions you have about how the society is run.

I’d like to say a huge thank you to Joanna Roberts who has been in this role for the last 3 years and has done an amazing job improving the Newsletter and making it far more interesting to read.
Those of you who have glanced up even momentarily from your flow plots and Western blots will know the age of CRISPR has well and truly upon us. Not only is Jennifer Lopez making a TV series based on CRISPR but this new method for genome engineering is shaping as probably the most significant step-change in biomedical research and technology since the advent of PCR. A bold claim to be sure but one underscored by the exponential rise in publications on CRISPR (80 in 2011 to over 2,000 last year), the near daily appearance of new biotech companies based on CRISPR technology, and the inevitable battles for patent recognition and Nobel prize glory that are raging across the globe. Yes, CRISPR really is a thing.

So what is CRISPR exactly and what is all the fuss about? Well, as with many great tools (think antibodies, CAR T cells etc) the success of CRISPR technology can be traced back to the universal need of life forms for immune protection. Although long considered a curio of the bacterial and archaeal genomes, it was about 10 years ago that the Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeat (CRISPR) sequences and their partner CRISPR associated (Cas) endonuclease genes were found to in fact form an elaborate immune system directed against the viruses (phages) that infect these unicellular organisms. To achieve this protection, RNA that matches phage genome is synthesised from the CRISPR locus and used to target Cas nucleases to phage DNA and so introduce a clean double-stranded break that effectively kills the virus. Self/non-self discrimination is also built into this ancient immune system, with the phage DNA but not the bacterial DNA carrying the target sequence in the context of a critical tri-nucleotide restriction element called the PAM (Protospacer Associated Motif). Thus, despite their enormous evolutionary separation, the immune systems of both both bacteria and mammals arrived at a similar “signal + signal 2” paradigm to solve the problem of maintaining self-tolerance.

So how does the CRISPR system relate to genome editing? Put simply, the ability to direct a Cas endonuclease to a specific position within the genome and cleave the chromosome at this site enhances by orders of magnitude the efficiency of subsequent modification of the genome by either Non-Homologous End Joining (NHEJ) or Homologous Recombination (HR). The most frequently employed system for genome editing is that derived from Streptococcus pyogenes, in which the Cas9 nuclease searches out target sequences immediately 5’ of an “NGG” PAM restriction element. To target a specific site in the genome, Cas9 is loaded with a short RNA molecule (single guide RNA = sgRNA) of which the 5’ terminal 20 bases correspond to the PAM-associated target site. NHEJ repair of the cut site typically leads to short insertions or deletions, often creating inactivating frame-shift mutations when Cas9 is targeted to 5’ exons of a protein-coding gene. Alternatively, DNA cleavage can be repaired via HR with an exogenous oligonucleotide or
plasmid template to introduce specific alterations to the gene from single nucleotide changes to larger modifications such as insertion of loxP sites or reporter cassettes (Figure 2).

MEGA (Mouse Engineering Garvan/ABR) (Figure 1) was formed in mid-2014 as a partnership between Darlinghurst’s Garvan Institute and the Australian BioResources (ABR) facility located in Moss Vale in the NSW Southern Highlands. MEGA’s mission is to utilise CRISPR/Cas9 technology to provide biomedical researchers with rapid and cheap access to novel genetically modified mouse models. Project design and molecular biology is carried out by the crack team at Garvan (Figure 3) whilst the microinjections, embryo transfer and animal husbandry are all expertly handled by the team at ABR (Figure 5). Although many of MEGA’s clients are located at Garvan or are NSW-based researchers who house their experimental mice at ABR, researchers from across the ASI network including New
Zealand, Victoria and Western Australia have made use of MEGA’s GM mouse service. In total, over 120 GM mouse lines have been produced by MEGA including more than 50 already in 2017. Unlike conventional ES cell approaches, turnaround times for producing GM mice using CRISPR/Cas9 are rapid (as short as 8-10 weeks) and cheap (as little as $7,500 at MEGA). Whilst CRISPR/Cas9 can be used to engineer a range of different genetic modifications, they are proving especially popular with those engaged in human genome and exome sequencing projects. Thus, rapid generation of GM mice provides the most robust validation of disease-associated SNVs and other mutations in a relevant in vivo context (Figure 4). Anyone interested in utilising MEGA’s service is welcome to contact me (Robert Brink, r.brink@garvan.org.au) or David Zahra (d.zahra@garvan.org.au) or visit the MEGA page on the ABR website (https://www.abr.org.au/services/genome-editing).

In total, over 120 GM mouse lines have been produced by MEGA including more than 50 already in 2017.
Here is a brief update of the news coming from IUIS. If you wish to follow the news coming directly from the IUIS, visit www.iuisonline.org.

ON FAKE NEWS
Also pervading the scientific environment, “fake” news and advertisements are ripe. Be aware of a fake ICI Conference (20th International Conference of Immunology) scheduled for February 2018 in London. This is NOT a bona fide meeting of the International Immunology Societies. Instead, the IUIS oversees the International Congress of Immunology every three years.

Following the ICI 2016 which took place in Melbourne, the next of such congresses will take place in 2019 and is known as IUIS 2019, to acknowledge the overarching gathering of all Immunological Societies.

PROVIDING ON-LINE IMMUNOLOGY EDUCATION
Immunopaedia.org is the official educational provider of online pre-course material for IUIS immunology courses in the developing world and in other countries. Supported and working closely with the IUIS Education Committee, Immunopaedia delivers relevant and current educational content to provide frameworks of knowledge to IUIS course participants before they embark on face-to-face courses.

Online pre-course material on Immunopaedia becomes available six weeks before an IUIS course. Participants are allowed time to study the content, read the suggested journals, listen to interviews with researchers and test their knowledge through quizzes. Content is produced by blending material derived from Bellanti’s Immunology IV textbook, current journals and material provided by the various course facilitators thus ensuring the correct information is accurately conveyed. Immunopaedia provides basic and IUIS course-specific immunology material that aims to prime participants with relevant knowledge to ensure they get the very best out of their respective IUIS courses.

Immunopaedia is an educational website which aims to promote knowledge and research in the field of immunology worldwide and was founded in 2006 in South Africa by Professor Clive Gray. The aim was originally to provide an open-access and easy-to-understand summary of the effects of HIV infection on the immune system and to facilitate improvement in clinical practice. Immunopaedia has since progressed to include more general immunology knowledge by providing open-access immunology educational resources, clinical case studies, interviews with prominent immunologists and up-to-date news on discoveries and advances in immunology and health.
I received an ASI International Travel Award to attend the International Workshop of Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (iWCLL) held at Times Square in New York City (NYC) in May 2017. Over the past 30 years the meeting has been held to bring together international clinic-based and laboratory-based researchers in CLL. The main focus of the meeting is to provide a forum for attendees to make connections and contribute to advancing what is currently known about the still incurable disease.

CLL is the most common type of leukemia in the western world and is characterised by the accumulation of malignant B cells in the bone marrow, spleen, peripheral blood, lymph nodes and organs. The progression of CLL is highly variable and can be difficult to anticipate. While many patients may have an indolent disease where no symptoms are displayed initially, a state that can be maintained for decades and results in a relatively normal life expectancy, CLL can also progress rapidly with some patients exhibiting symptoms and enlarged organs almost immediately, with these patients succumbing to the disease within a few years. It is currently difficult to determine if or when patients may develop the aggressive form of the disease and, furthermore, predict the duration of its clinical course.

The conference ran over four days with the first day dedicated to a Young Investigators Meeting. As a PhD student, this provided me with a relaxed introduction to what would be a very focused clinical and laboratory meeting and I found the day to be very useful. There were 24 presentations scheduled for the day, and some of the talks I found most useful were those talks which focused on the changes in specific immune cells following Ibrutinib treatment in patients with CLL.

My PhD project focuses on the role of MAIT cells in CLL and I was fortunate enough to have my abstract accepted for a poster.
presentation. The presentation was a great opportunity for me to be able to present my work to clinicians and researchers in CLL and gain some feedback on where my work fits in the field. It was a great experience.

In addition to this, after the conference I had the opportunity of visiting the Mucida lab in Rockefeller University in NYC and the Cheroutre lab at La Jolla Institute for Allergy and Immunology in San Diego, California. At the Mucida Lab, I spent some time speaking to lab members about their research and about life and working in New York City, before getting a chance to walk around Central Park on my way home. In California, I spent an entire day speaking to Hilde Cheroutre, who is the Division head and Professor of the Division of Developmental Immunology at La Jolla Institute for Allergy and Immunology in San Diego, about her work and in turn speaking about the work that I do. I also had a chance to speak to her postdoc about his experience working in the lab and living in San Diego. Then, I got the chance to sit in their lab meeting where the current work of several postdocs was presented, which was a very insightful experience.

As I am in the final year of my PhD, being able to attend an international conference in CLL and also visit labs was a very valuable experience. I have been able to discuss my research with leading international clinicians and researchers and have been able to see how research is conducted overseas. It was a great opportunity that would not have been possible without the generous award from ASI.
In July, I had the great pleasure of attending the International Congress for Mucosal Immunology in Washington DC. We arrived into DC amidst a heatwave and were greeted by temperatures above 40°C. I felt this rather appropriate given the sizzling line-up of speakers we were to be treated to over the next few days. Some of the ‘biggest’ names in mucosal immunology were in town: Yasmine Belkaid, Andrew Macpherson, Richard Blumberg, Greg Barton to name a few. The ICMI organisers insist that speakers present unpublished data and attendance at ICMI gives you great insight into the latest findings from these top laboratories. The smaller size of ICMI also provides a more intimate setting for these findings to be discussed in a robust manner.

I was most looking forward to the presentation by Ramnik Xavier of the Broad Institute/MIT and Harvard. I was not disappointed. Dr Xavier presented data from genetic, structural, computational, and animal models together with clinical cohorts that support several novel molecular mechanisms that govern the inception of Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis, two very common chronic inflammatory diseases of the gut. As someone with a primary interest in lung disease, my interest in this particular talk might seem peculiar but as we have come to understand more about the immune response to environmental triggers of asthma (e.g. viruses), it is becoming ever more apparent that the way in which the lung responds to these triggers is critically influenced by the gut microbiome. That this occurs during a critical ‘window of susceptibility’ in early life is a concept I explored during my PhD and have continued to investigate during my first year as a postdoc in Simon Phipps’ Lab at The University of Queensland (now moved to QIMR Berghofer Medical Research Institute).

These findings were the subject of my oral presentation in the ‘Asthma’ session. Our chair was Stephanie Eisenbarth, an eminent Immunobiologist at Yale School of Medicine, who set the scene with an elegant description of the problem at hand: asthma heterogeneity, chronic airway inflammation and ‘the chicken or the egg’ with respect to gene-environmental interactions. I was first in session to present and I must admit I was a little more nervous than usual. But my talk went well, as evidenced by the feedback I received from audience members and a “let’s grab a beer – you’ve earned it” from Simon. On a related note, I was pleasantly surprised to find that DC boasts superb array of ‘hipster bars’, one of which became a regular re-fuelling stop between the conference and our accommodation. Back to the...
conference and later that same day it was my turn to present my poster. I had some great discussion(s) with both junior and senior researchers, and these got me thinking about some potential new directions in which to take my work.

Of course, my time in Washington DC was not all symposia and posters. We had ample opportunity to explore the city. It was great to see the sites of DC. Of these, highlights included The Lincoln Memorial, The White House, The WW2 Memorial, The Washington Monument. However, the standout for me was seeing The Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial (pictured).

I am very grateful to both the ASI and the Society for Mucosal Immunology for supporting my attendance at ICMI2017. As I am shortly leaving Australia for a postdoc in Boston, I would also like take this opportunity to say how grateful I am to the ASI for all the opportunities that have been afforded to me over the past six years as a member of the Society. While I am looking forward to my new position in Boston, I am sad to be leaving Australia and I will miss the colleagues and friends I have made through being part of the ASI family. My partner and I intend to return to Australia at the completion of our postdocs so it’s merely an au revoir from us for now!

I am very grateful to both the ASI and the Society for Mucosal Immunology for supporting my attendance at ICMI2017.
a range of age-related diseases including cardiovascular disease, sarcopenia and dementia. The causes of this inflammation are varied and include increased sedentary behaviour and associated adiposity, a build-up of senescent cells (which are pro-inflammatory) as well as age-related changes to the immune system. Her recent publications have provided evidence that adults who maintain a high level of physical activity show no signs of inflammaging and also display few signs of the aging phenotype. In fact, the age-related changes to the immune system, including reduced neutrophil migrational accuracy and basal activation of monocytes, contributed to inflammaging via constitutive activation of PI3Kδ.

Michal Schwartz is a Professor of Neuroimmunology, incumbent of The Maurice and Ilse Katz Professorial Chair in Neuroimmunology, at the Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel. In her plenary, she took us on a journey of her stellar research.
career that basically redefined the relationships between the brain and the immune system in health and disease. She was the pioneer suggesting that both monocytes and T cells are needed for repair of injured CNS tissues. Her more recent work identified the brain’s choroid plexus epithelium, which forms the blood-CSF-barrier, as an active physiological immunological interface between the brain and the circulation, and as an entry gate for leukocytes, needed for brain homeostasis and repair. Furthermore, her team discovered that brain aging and neurodegenerative diseases are associated with dysfunction of this interface, and that unleashing the immune system can combat Alzheimer’s disease.

I would also like to highlight the International Association of Inflammation Societies and conference advisory committee for the recognition of women in inflammation research by awarding “Women in Science Award & Lecture” to Jane Mitchell. It is important to note that the eligibility for this award is not restricted to women, but it also recognises men who support and help facilitate women researchers in their careers.

My own talk was scheduled for the afternoon of the first full day of conference. I was the last speaker for our very own “Symposia Session – Australia”; titled “Novel inflammatory pathways and targets”. I was delighted with the attendance at our session, as there were two other concurrent symposiums in nearby theatres. I was also inspired and encouraged by the feedback I received after the session. Speakers of this session were also tasked to assist in promoting the next World Congress on Inflammation by taking a turn in attending the Sydney 2019 World Congress on Inflammation booth at the London Meeting. Luckily, I brought along packs of koala clips and boomerang keyrings to give away (extremely well-received), as the organisers’ shipment got lost and never arrived. Of course, I also made the most of London’s sunshine and attractions. In addition to going to famous tourist attractions (e.g. London Bridge, Westminster Abbey, Buckingham Palace, Trafalgar Square, etc.), I was lucky enough to score tickets to Wimbledon – that was definitely a major travel highlight for a huge tennis fan.

Overall, the conference has given me an invaluable insight and update into inflammation research internationally. The opportunities for feedback on my research and networking were many, giving me additional exposure to potential local and international collaborations.

Many thanks go to the Australasian Society for Immunology for supporting my travel to this conference by way of a Gordon Ada Senior Travel Award.

KOALA CLIPS AND BOOMERANG KEYRINGS AT THE SYDNEY 2019 WORLD CONGRESS ON INFLAMMATION BOOTH

LONDON EYE ON A BEAUTIFUL AND SUNNY DAY.
The Hydra conference is an annual meeting of around 90 people – nice and intimate – all focused on the biology of worms, and the immune responses to them. It is organised by my former PhD supervisor Rick Maizels (University of Glasgow, Scotland) and it was a joy to finally make it there, having heard stories about this wonderful island from many friends and colleagues.

Hydra did not disappoint! It’s a tiny island, 1½ hours on the ferry from Athens, and has no motorised transport – horses are available at the port for getting you and your baggage wherever you need. The town itself is small and typically Greek – winding cobbled lanes, white-washed houses, harbour-side dining, crystal clear sea.

I was happily reunited with several old lab mates from Scotland, and made contacts with people I’d never met before. Being such a small conference, there is no excuse for not chatting and connecting with lots of the attendees. Several dinners and two excellent roof-top poster sessions helped facilitate this, as did the free afternoons when swimming was a common activity in the beautiful turquoise water just a short walk from the conference hotel.

There were sessions on the molecular biology of helminths and their secreted products, genomics and manipulation of helminths, drug development and vaccines, and the immunology involved in helminth infection. The keynote speech on the evening of our arrival was from Klaus Brehm (University of Würzburg, Germany) on tapeworm-induced cancer-like growths in the lung (alveolar echinococcosis) and the development of drugs to target this unusual phenomenon.

Astra Bryant (UCLA, USA) has been doing some fascinating work on temperature and scent as sensory cues used by different helminths in host-seeking behaviour. Worm infective larvae enter their hosts by passive ingestion or actively penetrating the skin, and therefore display very different behaviour and utilise various senses to locate their hosts.

Our fellow Antipodean Alex Loukas (James Cook University, Australia) talked about his group’s work on how liver flukes can promote angiogenesis and wound repair through release of specific protein mediators and extracellular vesicles.

There were several talks from people working in the field on the epidemiology of worm infection in humans. Maria Yazdanbakhsh (Leiden University Medical Centre, The Netherlands) has found that
helminth infections are associated with lower insulin resistance in her Indonesian study participants. It is thought that the high levels of circulating IgE and eosinophilia in helminth infected people may be helping to keep insulin-resistance down, and this is linked to lower rates of obesity and diabetes in these populations. Mouse models of helminth infection are helping to tease apart the immune mechanisms involved in glucose tolerance and insulin resistance.

On the final day, Tim Geary (McGill University, Canada) gave a fascinating talk on the mechanisms of action of anthelminthic drugs, in particular ivermectin which has widespread use for several classes of helminth. Extensive in vitro experimentation has shown that whilst the drug acts to paralyse gastrointestinal helminths like Haemonchus contortus and prevent them feeding, the mechanism in tissue-dwelling filarial worms such as Brugia malayi, is quite different. Unlike other essential nutrients, iron cannot be obtained from the environment of the worm by uptake directly through the cuticle, as it is usually complexed with large carrier proteins in mammalian blood. It seems that ivermectin interferes with the ability of filarial worms to acquire iron through pharyngeal pumping, and the lack of iron results in extremely prolonged inhibition of egg production by the adult and the breaking of parasite transmission.

Finally, talks by Henry McSorley (University of Edinburgh, Scotland) and Danielle Smyth (University of Glasgow, Scotland) highlighted the varied nature of immunomodulation by helminth parasites and their therapeutic

---
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potential. Henry has been working on the identification and characterisation of a molecule found in the excretory-secretory (ES) products of Heligmosomoides polygyrus – a commonly used rodent gastrointestinal helminth with potent immunomodulatory effects in mice. His particular protein is a potent inhibitor of IL-33 release from epithelial cells in the lung and can recapitulate previous findings that both live worm infection, and the administration of the whole ES mixture can inhibit IL-33 release and lung inflammation after airway allergen administration. Danielle’s work has continued a project I worked on in the Maizels’ lab during my PhD, identifying the component in H. polygyrus ES that confers TGF-beta-like activity, and induces the conversion of naïve T cells into regulatory T cells (Tregs). Both molecules have exciting potential for therapy of many inflammatory disorders in humans.

The Hydra conference was extremely interesting and of huge benefit to me to attend, considering there aren’t a huge amount of people in New Zealand working on the immunology of helminth infection! The location and small size of the conference both helped to make it a relaxed and collaborative atmosphere. I would like to thank the ASI for contribution to the funding of my trip, and to Graham Le Gros for supporting me to go.
I was honoured and grateful to be awarded the Gordon Ada Senior Travel Award that allowed me to travel to Europe and Singapore in September 2017. First stop on my 13 day trip was Pisa via Rome to attend the 17th European Society for Photobiology meeting. Fellow ASI member, Professor Prue Hart and I had been invited to organise, chair and present in the session titled “Photoimmunology in health and disease”. My PhD student and ASI member Benita Tse also had the opportunity to showcase her research in this session which was very well attended and received. The sensational Tuscan cuisine gave us plenty of excuses to continue discussions and foster collaboration after the formal sessions had finished. Overall it was an excellent meeting. One more thing … If you’re fortunate enough to get to Pisa, you must treat yourself to gelato from the family-run La Bottega Del Gelato. But beware – there’s often a long line.

The return to Sydney provided me with the opportunity to stop off in Singapore to visit two rising stars in immunology: Lai Guan Ng from Singapore Immunology Network (SIgN) and Yongliang Zhang from National University of Singapore (NUS). I was invited to present our group’s latest research findings at both institutions. Valuable discussions with leading immunologists Evan Newell and Nicholas Gascoigne continued over some very fine food and refreshing beers. My visit to Singapore was a highlight of the trip and has already resulted in early discussions about potential collaborations.

I’d like to sincerely thank the ASI for their support without which this trip would not have been possible.
As I write this we are gearing up to hold the 23rd annual scientific meeting of the Immunology Group of Victoria in the Yarra Valley (August 24-25th). The conference was over-subscribed and it promises to be a very interesting meeting with three international speakers, including an ASI VSP Prof. Adrian Liston (Belgium) as well as Prof. David Price (Cardiff) and Dr Kristin Ladell (Cardiff). National speakers include Mariapia Degli-Esposti, Matt Sweet, Charles Mackay, David Tscharke, Kate Stacey, James Vince, David Tarlinton and Meredith O’Keefe.

On October 13th IgV is once again holding a one day Masterclass. This year’s event will focus broadly on the topic of Immunotherapies and will be held in the new Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre (VCCC). We have a great line-up of local and national speakers, including Stuart Tangye (Garvan), Stephen Kent (PDI), Edwin Hawkins (WEHI), Irene Caminschi (Monash), Robyn O’Hehir (Monash), Nick Huntington (WEHI), Paul Neeson (PMCC) and Bruce Lyons (University of Tasmania). Tours of the VCCC building will also be offered after the scientific sessions for those interested in seeing a bit more of the impressive building.

On October 13th IgV is once again holding a one day Masterclass. This year's event will focus broadly on the topic of Immunotherapies.
BRANCH REPORTS

NEW ZEALAND
RIES LANGLEY

The NZASI Branch Meeting was held this year on 3-5 July and hosted by the University of Otago, Christchurch. Many thanks to the organizing committee for all their hard work in providing the branch with another highly successful meeting. Thanks to all the speakers from around the country for their excellent presentations and to our special guest speakers from Australia. Attendance was great with nearly 100 participants, despite the cold Christchurch weather (Figure 1).

Conference chair Dr Margaret Currie has provided the following summary of the meeting:

NZASI BRANCH MEETING 2017

The NZASI Meeting was held in Christchurch for the first time in 2017. Christchurch was chosen as the venue to support the city as it rebuilds after the earthquakes of 2011. The NZASI also aimed to recruit new research staff and student members to the Society, and re-establish links between Canterbury and the wider NZ immunology community that have lapsed over the last decade.

CONFERENCE PROGRAM

Teoti Jardine (Waitaha, Kati Mamoe, Kai Tahu) gave the opening Mihi and Karakia, and also closed the conference with a karakia. The Chair of the organising committee (Dr Margaret Currie, University of Otago Christchurch) welcomed attendees to the conference.

Keynote speakers included: Dr Laura Mackay (University of Melbourne, Australia), Dr Ashley Mansell (Hudson Institute of Medical Research, Australia), Dr Helen McGuire (Centenary Institute & University of Sydney, Australia), Prof. Ian Hermans (Malaghan Institute of Medical Research, NZ), and Prof. Rod Dunbar (University of Auckland, NZ).

Prof Graham LeGros (Malaghan Institute of Medical Research, NZ), introduced the annual Watson Oration and gave a brief history of Jim Watson and his involvement in NZ science. The Watson Oration was given by Prof. Sarah Hook (University of Otago).

The remainder of the conference program was organised into the following sessions: Basic Science (Chair Franca Ronchese), Cancer (Chair Gabi Dachs), Inflammation (Chair Ries Langley), Infection (Chair Jo Kirman), and a final session to showcase research based in Christchurch (Chair Rod Dunbar).

SOCIAL EVENTS

An informal pre-conference get-together was held at the Pegasus Arms on Monday evening. The conference dinner was held at the beautifully restored Great Hall in the Christchurch Arts Centre (Figure 2). During the evening, Prof. Sarah Young (University of Otago) gave a warmly received address celebrating the life and work of the late Prof. Margaret Baird, a leading immunologist and former member of University of Otago.

AWARDS AND PRIZES

• Glen Buchan (Buck) Award for Best Student Presentation
  Kirsten Ward-Hartstonge, University of Otago

• Heslop Award for Best Postdoctoral Presentation
  Kara Filbey, Malaghan Institute of Medical Research

• Marbrook Award for Best Research Assistant Presentation
  Elsa Roussel, Malaghan Institute of Medical Research

• NZASI Exhibitor’s Passport Winner
  Natalie Parlane, AgResearch (Hopkins Research Institute)

• PeproTech prizewinners
  Hamish Angus (University Otago), and Katharina Robichon (Victoria University Wellington).
ORGANISING COMMITTEE
• Dr Margaret Currie (Chair)
• Assoc Prof Gabi Dachs
• Prof Mark Hampton
• Assoc Prof Roslyn Kemp
• Dr Abel Ang
• Bailey Kennedy

VSP IN NZ
The Malaghan Institute of Medical Research hosted Adrian Liston (University of Leuven and the VIB) in August. Here’s what MIMR PhD candidate Joshua Lange had to say on the visit:

I had the pleasure of meeting Adrian Liston at the Malaghan Institute of Medical Research when he visited to present his seminar on ‘Shaping the human immune system’. Within my own research group, we utilise various techniques and approaches to harness the immune system to fight cancerous malignancies. Adrian’s perspective on the immune system and how it is shaped due to multiple intrinsic and extrinsic factors brought a fresh perspective on how we view immunology. He was a very engaged speaker in our meeting and taught me a lot of biological models and current research I wasn’t aware of. He was enthusiastic about discussing my own project and how his own research relates to it, which helped to generate new ideas. He then challenged me to think beyond the scope of my own ‘niche’ as to how my work could impact other areas of immunology. Overall, being able to listen to Adrian’s seminar and meet him has been a valuable learning and professional development experience.

Check the ASI website for more details on the upcoming visit by Prof Cezmi Akdis (Swiss Institute of Allergy and Asthma Research) to Wellington in October.
Terms & Conditions: Offer valid using code ‘Aus79’. Limited to 2 units of each reagent for $79. FREE T-shirt when you buy 3 or more items on your order - limited to first 50 orders. Specify T-Shirt size on your PO (M/F - S, M, L, XL).
Novel assay reveals a large, inducible, replication-competent HIV-1 reservoir in resting CD4+ T cells
doi: 10.1038/nm.4347
EasySep™ Human Resting CD4+ T Cell Isolation Kit

The transcriptional coactivator TAZ regulates reciprocal differentiation of Th17 cells and Treg Cells
doi: 10.1038/ni.3748
EasySep™ Human Naive CD4+ T Cell Isolation Kit
EasySep™ Human Memory CD4+ T Cell Enrichment Kit
EasySep™ Mouse CD4+CD25+ Regulatory T Cell Isolation Kit II
ImmunoCult™ Human Th1 Differentiation Supplement
ImmunoCult™ Human Th2 Differentiation Supplement

Interferon-λ mediates non-redundant front-line antiviral protection against influenza virus infection without compromising host fitness
EasySep™ Mouse Neutrophil Enrichment Kit

Hypoxia ameliorates intestinal inflammation through NLRP3/mTOR downregulation and autophagy activation
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-017-00213-3
Anti-HIF-1 alpha antibody [EP1215Y] (ab51608)

Nature communicationsLet-7 microRNA-dependent control of leukotriene signaling regulates the transition of hematopoietic niche in mice. Jiang X et al., July 2017. PMID 28743859
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-017-00137-y
Anti-RUNX1 / AML1 + RUNX3 + RUNX2 antibody [EPR3099] (ab92336)
Anti-TTF1 antibody [EP1]
Nguyen TH, Tan AC, Xiang SD, Goubier A, Harland KL, Clemens EB, Plebanski M, Kedzierska K.
Understanding CD8+ T-cell responses toward the native and alternate HLA-A*02:01-restricted WT1 epitope.
Clin Transl Immunology. 2017 Mar; 6(3)
PMID: 28435676
Anti-PE MicroBeads, Anti-APC MicroBeads

Tumor immunoevasion by the conversion of effector NK cells into type 1 innate lymphoid cells.
Nature Immunol. 2017 July 31
PMID: 28759001
NK Cell Isolation Kit II, mouse
autoMACS Pro Separator
TexMACS medium

Mouse models from Ozgene have been utilised in the following recent publications.
See the full list at www.ozgene.com/publication/papers

Lineage-specific functions of TET1 in the postimplantation mouse embryo.
Khoeiry R, et al

The methyltransferase SETDB1 regulates a large neuron-specific topological chromatin domain.
Jiang Y, et al

Biallelic mutations in the ubiquitin ligase RFWD3 cause Fanconi anemia.
Knies K, et al
Foxp3/Transcription Factor Staining Buffer Kit, Cat. TNB-0607
Nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing protein 2 (Nod2) modulates T1DM susceptibility by gut microbiota.
PMID: 28592385

Cell Stimulation Cocktail (500X) TNB-4975
Skin-infiltrating, interleukin-22-producing T cells differentiate pediatric psoriasis from adult psoriasis.
PMID:28624119

Ghost Dye™ Fixable Viability Dyes
Complete human serum maintains viability and chondrogenic potential of human synovial stem cells: suitable conditions for transplantation
Mitsuru Mizuno, Hisako Katano, Koji Otabe, Keichiro Komori, Yuji Kohno, Shizuka Fujii, Nobutake Ozeki, Masafumi Horie, Kunikazu Tsuji, Hideyuki Koga, Takeshi Muneta, Ichiro Sekiya
PMCID: PMC5470274
ABBIE FRANCIS
Neutrophil activation during acute human anaphylaxis: analysis of MPO and sCD62L.
PMID: 27906487

ALAN HSU
Regulation of xanthine dehydrogenase gene expression and uric acid production in human airway epithelial cells.
Huff RD, Hsu AC, Nichol KS, Jones B, Knight DA, Wark PAB, Hansbro PM, Hirota JA.
PMID: 28863172

Airway remodelling and inflammation in asthma are dependent on the extracellular matrix protein fibulin-1c.
J Pathol. 2017 Sep 1. doi: 10.1002/path.4979. [Epub ahead of print]
PMID: 28862768

Vesicular Systems containing Curcumin and their applications in respiratory disorders - A Mini Review.
Chellappan DK, Hansbro PM, Dua K, Hsu A, Gupta G, Ng ZY, Wong JY, Chellian J, Panneerselvam J.
PMID: 28786351

MicroRNA-125a and -b inhibit A20 and MAVS to promote inflammation and impair antiviral response in COPD.
Hsu AC, Dua K, Starkey MR, Haw TJ, Nair PM, Nichol K, Zammit N, Grey ST, Baines KJ, Foster PS, Hansbro PM, Wark PA.
PMID: 28405612

ALI ZAID
Skin CD4+ memory T cells exhibit combined cluster-mediated retention and equilibration with the circulation.
PMID: 27160938

Liver-Resident Memory CDB+ T Cells Form a Front-Line Defense against Malaria Liver-Stage Infection.
PMID: 27692609

Chikungunya virus: an update on the biology and pathogenesis of this emerging pathogen.
Burt FJ, Chen W, Miner JJ, Lenschow DJ, Merits A, Schnettler E, Kohl A, Rudd PA, Taylor A, Herrero LJ, Zaid A, Ng LFP, Mahalingam S.
PMID: 28159534

Hobit and Blimp1 instruct a universal transcriptional program of tissue residency in lymphocytes.
PMID: 27102484

Specific inhibition of NLRP3 in chikungunya disease reveals a role for inflammasome in alphavirus-induced inflammation.
Nature Microbiology 2017 Aug. doi:10.1038/s41564-017-0015-4 Epub 28 Aug 2017 (*Joint first)

ALISON HODGKINSON
Differentiation of Bifidobacterium longum subspecies longum and infants by quantitative PCR using functional gene targets.
PMID: 28560114
ANDREAS BEHREN
PLX8394, a new generation BRAF inhibitor, selectively inhibits BRAF in colonic adenocarcinoma cells and prevents paradoxical MAPK pathway activation.
Tutuka CSA, Andrews MC, Mariadason JM, Ioannidis P, Hudson C, Cebon J, Behren A.
PMID: 28659148

Whole-genome landscapes of major melanoma subtypes.
PMID: 28467829

CMTM6 maintains the expression of PD-L1 and regulates anti-tumour immunity.
PMID: 28813417

ANDREW LEW
PMID:28362427
PMID:28401883

ANDREW S. FLIES
Comparative Analysis of Immune Checkpoint Molecules and Their Potential Role in the Transmissible Tasmanian Devil Facial Tumor Disease
Andrew S. Flies, Nicholas B. Blackburn, Alan Bruce Lyons, John D. Hayball, and Gregory M. Woods
PubMed: 28018348 PMCID: PMC5145852 DOI: 10.3389/fimmu.2016.00581

PD-L1 Is Not Constitutively Expressed on Tasmanian Devil Facial Tumor Cells but Is Strongly Upregulated in Response to IFN-γ and Can Be Expressed in the Tumor Microenvironment
Andrew S. Flies, A. Bruce Lyons, Lynn M. Corcoran, Anthony T. Papenfuss, James M. Murphy, Graeme W. Knowles, Gregory M. Woods, and John D. Hayball
PubMed: 28018348 PMCID: PMC5145852 DOI: 10.3389/fimmu.2016.00581

ANGELA PIZZOLLA
Pattern recognition receptor immunomodulation of innate immunity as a strategy to limit the impact of influenza virus.
Pizzolla A, Smith JM, Brooks AG, Reading PC.
PMID: 27810944

Nasal-associated lymphoid tissues (NALTs) support the recall but not priming of influenza virus-specific cytotoxic T cells.
PMID: 28461487

Resident memory CD8+ T cells in the upper respiratory tract prevent pulmonary influenza virus infection.
Pizzolla A, Nguyen THO, Smith JM, Brooks AG, Kedzierska K, Heath WR, Reading PC, Wakim LM.
ANNA COUSSENS

Paradoxical upgrading reaction in extra-pulmonary tuberculosis: association with vitamin D therapy.
Barr DA, Coussens AK, Irvine S, Ritchie ND, Herbert K, Choo-Kang B, Raeside D, Bell DJ, Seaton RA.
PMD: 28482963

Matrix Degradation in Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type 1-Associated Tuberculosis and Tuberculosis Immune Reconstitution Inflammatory Syndrome: A Prospective Observational Study.
PMD: 28475709

Socio-political prescriptions for latent tuberculosis infection are required to prevent reactivation of tuberculosis.
Coussens AK, Mason PH, Oni T.
PMD: 28161463

ANSELM ENDERS

Systems-guided forward genetic screen reveals a critical role of the replication stress response protein ETAA1 in T cell clonal expansion.
PMD: 28607084

ASCT2 (SLC1A5)-Deficient Mice Have Normal B-Cell Development, Proliferation, and Antibody Production.
Masle-Farquhar E, Bröer A, Yabas M, Enders A, Bröer S.
PMD: 28553292

ANTJE BLUMENTHAL

WNT ligands contribute to the immune response during septic shock and amplify endotoxemia-driven inflammation in mice.
Marcela Gatica-Andrades, Dimitrios Vagenas, Jessica Kling, Tam T. K. Nguyen, Helen Benham, Ranjeny Thomas, Heinrich Körner, Bala Venkatesh, Jeremy Cohen and Antje Blumenthal
Blood Advances 2017 1:1274-1286; doi: https:/doi.org/10.1182/bloodadvances.2017006163

Dengue virus NS1 protein activates immune cells via TLR4 but not TLR2 or TLR6.
Modhiran N, Watterson D, Blumenthal A, Baxter AG, Young PR, Stacey KJ.
PMD: 28220810

Small GTPase Rab8a-recruited Phosphatidylinositol 3-Kinase γ Regulates Signaling and Cytokine Outputs from Endosomal Toll-like Receptors.
PMD: 28130450

Roles of WNT, NOTCH, and Hedgehog signaling in the differentiation and function of innate and innate-like lymphocytes.
Kling JC, Blumenthal A.
PMD: 27733574

ANTONIO FERRANTE

Cytokines regulate complement receptor immunoglobulin expression and phagocytosis of Candida albicans in human macrophages: A control point in anti-microbial immunity.
Munawara U, Small AG, Quach A, Gorgani NN, Abbott CA, Ferrante A.
PMD: 28642550

ANYA C JONES

Using Network Analysis to Understand Severe Asthma Phenotypes.
Jones AC, Bosco A.
PMD: 28569573

AUDREY MARGERY-MUIR

Gender Balance in patients with Systemic Lupus Erythematosus
Audrey A. Margery-Muir a,*, Christine Bundell b, Delia Nelson a, David M. Groth a, John D. Wetherall
Autoimmunity Reviews 16 (2017) 258 - 268

AXEL HEISER

Effect of circulating exosomes from transition cows on Madin-Darby bovine kidney cell function.


CASSANDRA BERRY


CLAIRE JESSUP


DALE GODFREY


ELIANA MARINO


EDWARD J STEELE

EMMA DE JONG

EMMA HAMILTON-WILLAMS

FIONA RADCLIFF

FREDERIC SIERRO

GAURANG JHALA

GREG WOODS

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF IMMUNE CHECKPOINT MOLECULES AND THEIR POTENTIAL ROLE IN THE TRANSMISSIBLE TASMANIAN DEVIL FACIAL TUMOR DISEASE.

HOLLY CHINNERY

OMEGA-3 SUPPLEMENTATION IS NEUROPROTECTIVE TO CORNEAL NERVES IN DRY EYE DISEASE: A PILOT STUDY.

MACROPHAGE PHYSIOLOGY IN THE EYE.

IAIN COMERFORD

Refining anti-inflammatory therapy strategies for bronchopulmonary dysplasia.

Rudloff I, Cho SX, Bui CB, McLean C, Veldman A, Berger PJ, Nold MF, Nold-Petry CA.

PMID: 27957795

Early CCR6 expression on B cells modulates germinal centre kinetics and efficient antibody responses.


PMID: 27466574

Refining anti-inflammatory therapy strategies for bronchopulmonary dysplasia.

Rudloff I, Cho SX, Bui CB, McLean C, Veldman A, Berger PJ, Nold MF, Nold-Petry CA.

PMID: 27957795

Monocytes and dendritic cells are the primary sources of interleukin 37 in human immune cells.

Rudloff I, Cho SX, Lao JC, Ngo D, McKenzie M, Nold-Petry CA, Nold MF.

PMID: 27881605

John Upham


Jonathan Leffler

Decreased Neutrophil Extracellular Trap Degradation in Shiga Toxin-Associated Haemolytic Uraemic Syndrome.

PMID: 27784011

Protection against maternal infection-associated fetal growth restriction: proof-of-concept with a microbial-derived immunomodulator.

PMID: 27759021

Joseph Wrin

Dissecting the Biology of Menstrual Cycle-Associated Breast Cancer Risk.

JOSHUA D OOI

Dominant protection from HLA-linked autoimmunity by antigen-specific regulatory T cells.
PMID: 28467828

JUDITH GREER

Reactivity to Novel Autoantigens in Patients with Coexisting Central Nervous System Demyelinating Disease and Autoimmune Thyroid Disease. Greer JM, Broadley S, Pender MP.
PMID: 28533776

Predicting the effects of potentially therapeutic modified peptides on polyclonal T cell populations in a mouse model of multiple sclerosis.
Sauer EL, Trifileff E, Greer JM.
PMID: 28495132

KATHARINA RONACHER

Defining a Research Agenda to Address the Converging Epidemics of Tuberculosis and Diabetes: Part 1: Epidemiology and Clinical Management.

Defining a Research Agenda to Address the Converging Epidemics of Tuberculosis and Diabetes: Part 2: Underlying Biologic Mechanisms.


KERRY BENTLEY-HEWITT

Wiesner-Reinhold M, Schreiner M, Baldermann S, Schwarz D, Hanschen F, Kipp AP, Rowan DD, Bentley-Hewitt KL, McKenzie MJ.
PMID: 28824693

Influence of Dietary Avocado on Gut Health in Rats.
Paturi G, Butts CA, Bentley-Hewitt KL.
PMID: 28550342

KIM GOOD-JACOBSON

c-Myc Regulates the T-Bet-Dependent Differentiation Program in B Cells to Coordinate Antibody Responses.
PMID: 28423310

An antigen to remember: regulation of B cell memory in health and disease.
Pupovac A, Good-Jacobson KL.
PMID: 28319732

Transcription Factor T-bet Orchestrates Lineage Development and Function in the Immune System.
Kallies A, Good-Jacobson KL.
PMID: 28279590

KYLE WONG

Hoxa9 and Meis1 Cooperatively Induce Addiction to Syk Signaling by Suppressing miR-146a in Acute Myeloid Leukemia.
PMID: 28399410

Bromodomain Protein BRD4 Is a Transcriptional Repressor of Autophagy and Lysosomal Function.
PMID: 28525743

Non-equivalence of Wnt and R-spondin ligands during Lgr5+ intestinal stem-cell self-renewal.
PMID: 28525743

Chevrier S, Levine JH, Zanotelli VRT, Silina K, Schulz D, Bacac M, Ries CH, Ailles L, Jewett MAS, Moch H, van den Broek M,
PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST

Le Son Tran

Microbes Infect. 2017 Jul 6; pii: S1286-4579(17)30094-1. doi: 10.1016/j.micinf.2017.06.005. [Published ahead of print]

Regulation and functions of inflammasome-mediated cytokines in Helicobacter pylori infection. Tran LS, Chonwerawong M, Ferrero RL.

Microbes Infect. 2017 Jul 6; pii: S1286-4579(17)30094-1. doi: 10.1016/j.micinf.2017.06.005. [Published ahead of print]

PMID: 28690082 DOI: 10.1016/j.micinf.2017.06.005

Lukasz Kedzierski


Print 2016 Aug 1.

PMID: 27226365


PMID: 27902386


PMID: 28195329


PMID: 28583712

MALCOLM STARKEY


PMID: 28701733


PMID: 28543283


PMID: 28570267


PMID: 28252317

MARK SMYTH


MARTYN FRENCH

Human IgG2- and IgG4-expressing memory B cells display enhanced molecular and phenotypic signs of maturity and accumulate with age.
PMID: 28546550

The identification of celiac disease in asymptomatic children: the Generation R Study.
J Gastroenterol. 2017 Jun 6. doi: 10.1007/s00535-017-1354-x. [Epub ahead of print]
PMID: 28589338

Co-administration of RANKL and CTLA4 antibodies enhances lymphocyte-mediated anti-tumor immunity in mice.
PMID: 28634284

Dual-specific Chimeric Antigen Receptor T Cells and an Indirect Vaccine Eradicate a Variety of Large Solid Tumors in an Immunocompetent, Self-antigen Setting.
PMID: 27965307

PD1 functions by inhibiting CD28-mediated co-stimulation.
O’Donnell JS, Smyth MJ, Teng MWL.
PMID: 28690844

Selective activation of anti-CD73 mechanisms in control of primary tumors and metastases.
PMID: 28638737

PMID: 27533014

Horne-Debets JM, Karunarathne DS, Faleiro RJ, Poh CM, Renia L, and Wykes MN. Mice lacking Programmed cell death-1 show a role for CD8(+) T cells in long-term immunity against blood-stage malaria.
PMID: 27217330

MIRJA HOMMEL

A new HDV mouse model identifies mitochondrial antiviral signaling protein (MAVS) as a key player in IFN-β induction.

NATALIE STEVENS

Stevens NE, Chapman MJ, Fraser CK, Kuchel TR, Hayball JD, Diener KR.
Therapeutic targeting of HMGB1 during experimental sepsis modulates the inflammatory cytokine profile to one associated with improved clinical outcomes.

NEIL WEDLOCK

Immunological properties and protective efficacy of a single mycobacterial antigen displayed on polyhydroxybutyrate beads.
Rubio-Reyes P, Parlane NA, Buddle BM, Wedlock DN, Rehm BHA.
PMID: 28714174 Free Article

NICHOLAS GERAGHTY

The P2X7 receptor is not essential for development of imiquimod-induced psoriasis-like inflammation in mice.
Geraghty NJ, Mansfield KJ, Fuller SJ, Watson D, Suyter R.
Purinergic Signal. 2017 Jun 8. doi: 10.1007/s11302-017-9569-0. [Epub ahead of print]
PMID: 28597172

The P2X7 receptor antagonist Brilliant Blue G reduces serum human interferon-γ in a humanized mouse model of graft-versus-host disease.
PMID: 28665482
NIKOLAI PETROVSKY


OANH NGUYEN


ODETTE MARIANNE SHAW


PATRICK BERTOLINO


PAUL LICCIARDI


RACHEL JADE LUNDIE

A central role for hepatic conventional dendritic cells in supporting Th2 responses during helminth infection. Lundie RJ, Webb LM, Marley AK, Phythian-Adams AT, Cook PC, Jackson-Jones LH, Brown S, Maizels RM, Boon L, O’Keeffe M, MacDonald AS.
PMD: 26657145

Type I interferon is required for T helper (Th) 2 induction by dendritic cells.
PMD: 28716804

RANJENY THOMAS

Eomesodermin promotes the development of type 1 regulatory T (TR1) cells.
PMD: 28738016

RAY STEPTOE

APC-targeted proinsulin expression inactivates insulin-specific memory CD8+ T cells in NOD mice.
Reeves PL, Rudraraju R, Liu X, Wong FS, Hamilton-Williams EE, Steptoe RJ.

Antigen presenting cell-targeted proinsulin expression converts insulin-specific CD8+ T-cell priming to tolerance in autoimmune-prone NOD mice.
Reeves PL, Rudraraju R, Wong FS, Hamilton-Williams EE, Steptoe RJ.

Allergen-encoding bone marrow transfer inactivates allergic T cells, alleviating airway inflammation.

REBECCA COLL

T helper 1 immunity requires complement-driven NLRP3 inflammasome activity in CD4+ T cells.

The NLRP3 inflammasome functions as a driver of the myelodysplastic syndrome phenotype.
PMD: 27737891

The intracellular chloride channel proteins CLIC1 and CLIC4 induce IL-1β transcription and activate the NLRP3 inflammasome.
Domingo-Fernández R, Coll RC, Kearney J, Breit S, O'Neill L.A.J.
PMD: 28576828

RHEA LONGLEY

Adjuvating a viral vectored vaccine against pre-erythrocytic malaria.
Milicic A, S Rollier C, Tang CK, Longley R, Hill AVS, Reyes-Sandoval A.
PMD: 28779101

Asymptomatic Plasmodium vivax infections induce robust IgG responses to multiple blood-stage proteins in a low-transmission region of western Thailand.
PMD: 28454546

RICHARD KITCHING

Activated Renal Dendritic Cells Cross Present Intrarenal Antigens After Ischemia-Reperfusion Injury.
PMD: 27495751

Dominant protection from HLA-linked autoimmunity by antigen-specific regulatory T cells.
PMD: 28467828

Epstein-Barr virus encephalitis in solid organ transplantation.
Lau JSY, Low ZM, Abbott I, Schuch J, Kanellis J, Kitching AR, Korman TM.

ROBYN L SCHENK

Characterisation of mice lacking all functional isoforms of the pro-survival BCL-2 family member A1 reveals minor defects...
in the haematopoietic compartment
PMID: 28085150

The BCL-2 pro-survival protein A1 is dispensable for T cell homeostasis on viral infection.
*authors contributed equally to work
PMID: 28085151

RONALD SLUYTER
P2X7 receptor antagonism in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
Sluyter R, Bartlett R, Ly D, Yerbury JJ.
PMID: 28616029

SAMY SAKKAL
Maximal exercise increases mucosal associated invariant T cell frequency and number in healthy young men.
Hanson ED, Danson E, Nguyen-Robertson CV, Fyfe JJ, Stepto NK, Bartlett DB, Sakkal S.
PMID: 28864849

The neuroprotective effects of human bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells are dose-dependent in TNBS colitis.
Robinson AM, Rahman AA, Miller S, Stavely R, Sakkal S, Nurgali K.
PMID: 28420434

SEVERINE NAVARRO
Hookworm recombinant protein promotes regulatory T cell responses that suppress experimental asthma
PMID: 27797959

SHANNON DAVID
The effect of gamma-irradiation conditions on the immunogenicity of whole-inactivated Influenza A virus vaccine
PMID: 28109709

SIDONIA ECKLE
Drugs and drug-like molecules can modulate the function of mucosal-associated invariant T cells.
PMID: 28166217

STEPHANIE TREND
Evolving Identification of Blood Cells Associated with Clinically Isolated Syndrome: Importance of Time since Clinical Presentation and Diagnostic MRI
PMCID: PMC5486099

STEVE BIRD
Phylogeny and expression analysis of C-reactive protein (CRP) and serum amyloid-P (SAP) like genes reveal two distinct groups in fish.
Lee PT, Bird S, Zou J, Martin SAM.
PMID: 28336487 Free PMC Article

Antimicrobial peptides within the Yellowtail Kingfish (Seriola lalandi).
PMID: 28433529

Omics and cytokine discovery in fish: Presenting the Yellowtail Kingfish (Seriola lalandi) as a case study.
PMID: 28416435

Analysis of interferon gamma protein expression in zebrafish (Danio rerio).
Yoon S, Alnabulsi A, Wang TY, Lee PT, Chen TY, Bird S, Zou J, Secombes C.J.
PMID: 27539703

Development of a qPCR Method to Measure Mitochondrial and Genomic DNA Damage with Application to Chemotherapy-Induced DNA Damage and Cryopreserved Cells.
Evans SO, Jameson MB, Cursons RT, Peters LM, Bird S, Jacobson GM.
PMID: 27740596 Free PMC Article
**PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST**

**STEVEN L. TAYLOR**


**STUART TANGYE**


Pathogenic CD4+ T cells regulating B-cell differentiation in autoimmunity: not exactly Tfh cells. Tangye SG.
PMID: 28320838

Plasmacytoid dendritic cells appear inactive during sub-microscopic Plasmodium falciparum blood-stage infection, yet retain their ability to respond to TLR stimulation.

PMID: 28572564

TONY KENNA

Early anti-inflammatory intervention ameliorates axial disease in the proteoglycan-induced spondylitis mouse model of ankylosing spondylitis.

Tseng HW, Glant TT, Brown MA, Kenna TJ, Thomas GP, Pettit AR.
PMID: 28558827

Epigenetic and gene expression analysis of ankylosing spondylitis-associated loci implicate immune cells and the gut in the disease pathogenesis.

Li Z, Haynes K, Pennisi DJ, Anderson LK, Song X, Thomas GP, Kenna T, Leo P, Brown MA.
PMID: 28621304

TONY PURCELL

Hormone-like peptides in the venoms of marine cone snails.

Robinson SD, Li Q, Bandyopadhyay PK, Gajewiak J, Yandell M, Papenfuss AT, Purcell AW, Norton RS, Safavi-Hemami H.
PMID: 26301480

Structural and regulatory diversity shape HLA-C protein expression levels.

PMID: 28649982

Drugs and drug-like molecules can modulate the function of mucosal-associated invariant T cells.

PMID: 28166217

Tony Tighanis

PTPN2 regulates T cell lineage commitment and γδ versus αβ specification.

Wiede F, Dudakov JA, Lu KH, Dodd GT, Butt T, Godfrey DI, Strasser A, Boyd RL, Tighanis T.
PMID: 28798028 DOI: 10.1084/jem.20161903
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